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SPECIAL REGULATIONS FOR SERVICES OFFERED BY UTI.PL 

 

1. REGISTRATION AND DOMAIN KEEPING BY UTI.PL 

1.1 Basic information 

1. In order to register a domain, uti.pl, acting on behalf of the Subscriber, (based on the authorization  given 
by the Subscriber, or by means of a Client), concludes a contract with a relevant Register, or Registrator, 
of Internet domains. 

2. The placement of an order constitutes a conclusion of a contract of representation between the Client 
and uti.pl. The Client stall be represented by uti.pl before the Registrator, on the basis of the authorization 
given by the Subscriber, within the scope of conclusion of a domain registration agreement, which shall 
involve registration and hosting of domains in a given Register, between the Subscriber and the 
Registrator. 

3. The placement of an order for registration of a domain In uti.pl shall be understood as an acceptation of 
the fact that the Subscriber shall be represented by uti.pl before the Register/Registrator. This shall 
include any activities concerning the domain registered for the Subscriber.  

4. In case the Client is not a Subscriber, the Client stall be held liable for the authorization given to uti.pl to 
represent him In the domain registration procedure. The authorization given to the Client also have in 
scope any activities needed for the registration of a domain. This includes: 

a. The authorization to provide the Subscriber’s personal data – a natural person, and to give consent, on 
behalf of the Subscriber to have the Subscribers data processed, as defined in the Regulations.  

b. The authorization to give uti.pl a further authorization to conclude a contract of registration of a domain 
on behalf of the Subscriber. 

5. The Client shall be held liable for any damage made to uti.pl caused by registration of a domain without 
the appropriate authorization of the Subscriber, and for personal data processing without his consent, or 
in a case this activity is out of the scope of the authorization. 

1.2 The rules of registration and domain keeping by uti.pl  

1. The Client, by performing a registration/transfer of a domain to uti.pl, accepts the currently applicable 
terms and conditions of the main Register in which the domain is made. 

a) In regard to the registration of Polish domains, the Regulations of NASK shall apply, available at 
http://dns.pl/regulamin.html (Annex no. 2) 

b) In regard to the registration of European domains the regulations of EURID (the European Registry of 
Internet Domain Names), available At  http://www.eurid.eu/ (Annex no. 3), shall apply 

c) The global domain registration shall  be made according to the rules stipulated in ICANN Uniform Domain-
Name Dispute-Resolution Policy, available at http://www.icann.org/udrp/udrp.htm (Annex no. 4) 

d) The registration of national domains shall be performed according to the rules stipulated in the rules of 
Register responsible for the registration and management of a given country. (Annex No. 5 ) 

2. By registering a domain, the Client, on behalf of the Subscriber, agrees to make his personal data 
available, and to have it processed by the Register/Registrator, with whom uti.pl signed a contract of 
cooperation, as long as this is needed to perform a given service that was ordered. 

3. By registering a domain, the Client, on behalf of a Subscriber agrees to have the Subscriber’s data 
published in an open, worldwide, database of domain owners – Whois. Uti.pl shall not be held liable for 
the way that data is used 

4. By placing an order for the registration of a domain, the Client states that he does not violate the rights of 
third parties. In case of damage to uti.pl caused by using a domain name which violates the righs of third 
parties by the Subscriber, the Subscriber shall repair the damage in full.  

5. uti.pl may refuse to register the domain in case: 
a) the domain is already registered, or reserved 
b) there is a registration process pending in case of a given domain  
c) the Client provides incomplete, fake, or incorrect data, which is required for the process of 

registration of a domain, and does not correct it in a specified by uti.pl deadline  
d) other reasons, that occur because of the regulations and rules of Registers responsible for a given 

domain.  
6. In case the loss of rights to a domain, or of a transfer of a domain to another Registrator, uti.pl stall not 

return the registration cost to the Client. 
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7. The detailed terms and conditions of services concerning the maintenance of Internet domains, In 
particular: the transfer of a domain, the delegation of a domain, the change of the Subscriber’s data, the 
change of a Subscriber (cession), together with any required forms, are available at the uti.pl website, and 
are an internal part of this document. 

 
1.3 Domain registration procedure 

 
1. uti.pl shall register domains specified by the Client in an electronic form for domain registration that is 

filled in on the uti.pl’s website, according to the rules on domain registration specified in this document.   
2. The registration is performed after a payment is transferred onto the account of uti.pl. 
3. The domain propagation time is 48 hours. After this, the domain shall be active and available via the 

Internet.  
4. The placement o fan order does not mean the domain cannot be registered by other parties. Uti.pl shall 

not be held liable for the registration of a domain, for which the Client made order, by another party 
before the payment was made by the Client. 

5. The order for a domain which is not paid for within 14 days shall be removed from the uti.pl’s registration 
queue.  

6. In case of a payment made after the 14 day period, the domain shall be registered, item 3.2 item 5 of this 
document shall apply. 

 
1.4 Renewal of services 

 

1. The extension of the subscription period shall mean that the sernice shall be extended onto the next 
subscription period. The domains are renewed according to the schedule specified in the detailed 
registration and domain keeping rules, which are an integral part of this document. 

2. uti.pl shall inform the Client of the fact that a period for which the domain, or another service was paid for 
is about to empire by means of electronic mail, 21 days before the service expires, and shall generate the 
order of extension of a service. The notification shall be sent 14 and 3 days before the termination of a 
service. The notification is a way of support, and the failure to receive it cannot be a basis for any claims 
against the Registrator. By concluding a contract with uti.pl, the Client shall be granted Access to the 
Client Panel, which is a means for registering and maintenance of his orders and services. The loss, or the 
lack of the access data cannot be a basis for any claims against the Registrator.  

3. In order to extend the domain registration, or any other subscription service, the Client shall make the 
appropriate payment, according to the price reference, onto the account of uti.pl 14 days before the 
service expires. The day of the payment shall be the day on which the money is transferred onto the 
account of uti.pl.  

4. The lack of payment within the deadline, the final day of the subscription period, shall be understood as 
the termination of the contract with uti.pl, and the service shall be terminated on the following day.  

5. The extension of a registration service shall be performed within 72 days since the money hale Bern 
transferred onto the account of uti.pl. 

6. uti.pl shall not be held liable for the deregistration of a service in case the payment for the extension is 
not made within the deadline. 

 
2. HOSTING SERVICES OF UTI.PL 

 
2.1. The ordering of a hosting service 

1. uti.pl shall activate hosting services for a domain specified by the Client made with a properly 
filled in electronic form. . 

2. The moment the order is made, uti.pl shall generate an electronic version of it, and shall send it 
onto the email address of the Client.  momencie dokonania zamówienia uti.pl generuje jego 
wersję elektroniczną i wysyła na adres e-mail Klienta. Zamówienie to stanowi podstawę dla 
dokonania płatności.  

3. Usługa hostingu może być aktywowana na 14 dniowy okres próbny liczony od daty zamówienia 
usługi.  

4. In order to have the service registered for a trial period, one needs to log into the Client Panel, 
and use the Subscription tab, which is in the centre of the main window of the Panel. Next the 
subscription order should be generated by means of the Upgrade to real plan, or Upgrade Center, 
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tab. If within 14 day trial period uti.pl receives the payment for hosting services, the service 
subscription period shall be extended onto the subscription period specified in the order form.  

5. The lack of the payment for the hosting services on the Provider’s account shall cause the service 
to be blocked on the 15th day, for the next 7 days.  The Client agrees to have his data stored for 
the next 14 days. If the payment for the hosting services is made during this period, the Access to 
the service shall be granted again, and the subscription period shall be extended onto the period 
specified in the electronic order form, since the date of placing the order.  

6. The service which is not paid for, together with the additional services, within 28 days since the 
order is made, it shall be closed and deleted together with any data stored on the assigned disk 
space. The order shall be cancelled, and uti.pl shall inform the Client about this by means of 
electronic mail. The cancellation of an order shall be deemed as termination of the contract..  
 

2.2. General conditions for using the Kreator uti.pl service 

1. The precondition for hosting a site made with the help of Kreator uti.pl is a hosting account in 
uti.pl. The WWW pages made by means of the page Kreator mage be only used on the uti.pl’s 
servers.  

2. The client may not move the pages made by means of the Kreator to servers of other hosting 
providers. 

3. The test page made by means of the Kreator uti.pl which is not assigned to a hosting account of 
uti.pl shall be deleted within the 30 day period since it was made.  

4. By means of a page creator one may generate a webpage for a single domain.  
5. Uti.pl retains the right to publish the addresses and miniatures of web pages generated by means 

of the kreator for promotional purposes on the web page of the Registrator - WWW.uti.pl. 
 

 

2.3. The extension of the hosting subscription period  

1. Before the end of the subscription period, uti.pl shall inform the Client by means of the electronic 
mail about the fact that the subscription period is about to expire, and about the payment for the 
extension of the period onto another subscription period. 21 days before the expiration of the 
subscription period, an order of extension shall be generated and sent to the Client’s e-mail 
address. 

2. The Client extends the subscription period by making a payment to the bank account specified by 
uti.pl, according to a given order. The Client may also make his payment online by means of the 
Client’s Panel. 

3. The Client is obliged to make his payment for each of the subscription periods not later than 7 
days before the expiration of the previous subscription period.  

4. After the payment for the service is transferred onto the uti.pl’s account, the service period shall 
be extended by another subscription period, starting from the expiration of the previous 
subscription period.  

5. In case the payment for the service is not made, article 4.1 items 5 and 6 shall apply. 
 

2.4. The blocking and closing of the hosting service 

 

1. Uti.pl retains the right to terminate the agreement with immediate effect, to delete or block the 
access or an account, or the access to some, or all, of the hosting services, without returning the 
payment, this includes blocking of access to databases, scripts, electronic mail, http, and others in 
case of Clients who violate: 
1) the generally applicable law,  
2) the regulations of this document, and any attachments that are an integral part of this 
document; 
3) good practice, if the actions put the interests of uti.pl, or its clients, in danger, or a threat, in 
particular:  
a) the overuse of the server, which causes the aggravation of services offered for other Clients,   
b) the threat of malfunction by overusing the server, or other parts of the uti.pl’s infrastructure,  
c) the distribution and sharing, by means of the servers, of software for breaking the law,  
d) the sending of spam (messages not subscribed to) by means of uti.pl, or to promote services 
which are uti.pl’s competition 
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e) placing on uti.pl’s servers the of pornography, illegal distribution of music, protected by 
intellectual property rights.  

2. Before the deletion, or blocking of an account, uti.pl may decide to address the Client to abandon 
the wrongdoing. After a specified deadline, uti.pl shall delete, or block, the account.   

3. Uti.pl shall suspend, and after the ineffective cure period, shall delete the user’s account who 
performs the acts specified in article 4.3, item 1.. 

4. In case the Client exceeds the parameters of the service, in particular the transfer limit, uti.pl shall 
have the right to temporarily block the service until the limits are no longer exceeded, or until he 
pays for additional parameters of a given service. 

 

 


